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A B S T R A C T

Melt ponds are pools of meltwater forming principally on Arctic sea ice during the melt season. The albedo of
melt ponds is a key component of the surface energy balance. For this reason, various melt pond schemes have
been developed for climate models. These schemes require assumptions on the physical processes governing
melt ponds as well as a knowledge of the atmospheric state, which are not perfectly known. In this study, we
investigate the effects of the sources of uncertainty from the prescribed atmospheric surface state, the melt
pond scheme definition and the refreezing formulation of melt ponds on the simulated Arctic sea ice and melt
pond properties with the NEMO-LIM3 ocean–sea ice general circulation model. We find that the simulated
melt pond state is largely controlled by the freezing point of melt ponds. The representation of melt ponds
is in better agreement with observations when using the freezing point of −0.15 ◦C compared to the value of
−2.00 ◦C, in our model set-up. All the simulations feature positive trends in melt pond area fraction over the
past decades. However, only 3 out of 8 simulations have significant positive trends in melt pond volume per sea
ice area. This suggests an influence of the sea ice state for melt ponds over the last 30 years. Overall, we find
that the simulated sea ice state, and in particular sea ice volume, is more affected by changes in the prescribed
atmospheric forcing than by changes in the prescribed melt pond scheme or refreezing formulation. Including
explicit melt pond schemes in large-scale sea-ice models offer the possibility to improve the representation
of the surface energy balance in climate general circulation models. Our results underline that, in parallel to
these efforts in model developments, improved estimates of surface atmospheric conditions will be required
to achieve more realistic sea ice states.
. Introduction

Arctic sea ice is changing. Since the beginning of sea ice obser-
ations from satellites in the seventies, the Arctic sea ice extent has
eclined all year round, with a maximum decrease in September at
he end of the melt season (Serreze and Meier, 2018). The mean sea
ce thickness in the Arctic is decreasing in both winter and summer
easons (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009). In addition, sea ice is becoming
ounger, with a more rapid reduction of the area covered by multi-
ear ice (MYI) than first-year ice (FYI) (Maslanik et al., 2011). Among
hese changes, the decrease in the mean surface albedo in the Arctic sea
ce zone (Riihelä et al., 2013) is of importance for the Arctic climate
ecause of the ice-albedo feedback (Curry et al., 1995), which tends to
mplify any temperature changes in polar regions.

Melt ponds are pools of meltwater forming on sea ice during the
ummer months. Melt ponds are an important aspect of the surface
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energy balance over sea ice. The albedo of melt ponds is lower than the
surrounding ice and snow areas (Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985;
Grenfell, 2004). Additionally, the transmission of sunlight is larger in
ponded ice regions (Frey et al., 2011), supplying heat to the ocean
surface layer and further enhancing basal ice melt. The transmitted
light can also sustain primary production under the ice (Arrigo et al.,
2012). Furthermore, melt ponds alter the ice–atmosphere fluxes of
momentum and heat, as melt pond edges influence the mean surface
roughness of the ice surface (Lüpkes et al., 2013; Tsamados et al.,
2014). Lastly, melt ponds act as buffer reservoirs of meltwater on the
ice surface. They either delay the input of freshwater to the ocean
during the melt season, or they redirect the meltwater to the sea ice
system when melt ponds refreeze. The refreezing of melt ponds leads
to latent heat release that limits basal ice growth (Flocco et al., 2015).

The amount of water in the ponds is controlled by the net flux of
freshwater. The input of freshwater takes its source from the melting
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of the snow and ice layers at the surface and liquid precipitation
falling onto the ice cover. Freshwater losses occur through a variety
of processes: lateral transport to floe edges and leads in the vicinity of
the ponds, vertical seepage due to the porous nature of sea ice and the
presence of cracks (Freitag and Eicken, 2003; Scott and Feltham, 2010),
water losses by mechanical processes such as ridging and rafting and
refreezing of the ponds during cold air events (Flocco et al., 2015).
Ultimately, melt ponds disappear when the ice is too thin to support
them or when the volume of meltwater they contain become null.
In autumn, melt ponds refreeze by forming an ice-lid at their upper
surface. The ice-lid prevents exchanges with the atmosphere and may
further delay the refreezing of melt ponds to over a month (Flocco
et al., 2015). The surface topography and the ice permeability control
the spatial distribution of the melt ponds (Eicken, 2002). On deformed
MYI, melt ponds are generally deeper and cover smaller areas (about
30% of the ice area), whereas ponds on FYI are shallower and extend
between 40 to 50% (Fetterer and Untersteiner, 1998), up to 90% on flat
ice (Perovich et al., 2011).

Because of their importance, melt pond schemes of different levels
of complexity have been developed and introduced in large-scale sea
ice models used in general circulation models. These schemes can be
classified into two groups. The first group assumes a fixed relationship
between the area fraction and the pond depth. Holland et al. (2012)
use a linear fit of observations collected during the Surface Heat Budget
of the Arctic Ocean (SHEBA) campaign to estimate the proportionality
constant between the melt pond area and depth. Zhang et al. (2018)
modified the SHEBA linear fit to increase the pond depth over thicker
ice in order to reproduce the observed pond characteristics. Pedersen
et al. (2009) derived a scheme with an aspect ratio relation obtained
from the results of a mathematical model (Lüthje et al., 2006). The
second group of schemes avoid the use of an explicit formulation of
the aspect ratio but relies on theoretical considerations to define the
melt pond geometry. The level-ice melt ponds scheme of Hunke et al.
(2013) carries the volume and area fractions of melt ponds as tracers
on the level ice area. The underlying idea of the level-ice melt pond
scheme is that meltwater collects preferably on level ice. Flocco and
Feltham (2007) developed another approach using the distribution of
the ice thickness to deduce the surface height distribution of the ice. In
the scheme, meltwater accumulates on ice categories with the smallest
height first and gradually expands over higher ice surface categories.
The scheme was further refined and adapted to the Los Alamos CICE
sea ice model (Flocco et al., 2010, 2012).

Despite our understanding of melt pond processes, current melt
pond schemes developed for large-scale sea ice models result in con-
tradictory trends in melt pond areas over the past decades. Schröder
et al. (2014) obtained a positive trend in melt pond area fraction of
sea ice using the scheme of Flocco et al. (2012), whereas Zhang et al.
(2018) found a weak negative but non-significant trend in melt pond
volume and area over the same period with an explicit aspect ratio
based scheme.

Apart from the conceptual difference in the definition of the aspect
ratio, the two studies differ in the determination of the conditions
leading to the refreezing of melt ponds. Zhang et al. (2018) use the
formulation of Holland et al. (2012), while Flocco et al. (2012) use a
more complex ice-lid formulation. Lastly, the atmospheric surface state
has an impact on the melting rate of the snow and ice at the surface
and thus on the meltwater available for ponds. Uncertainties in the
atmospheric datasets may propagate to the simulated melt pond area
and volume.

In this paper, we aim to: (1) evaluate the effect of the conceptual
differences of aspect ratio definitions in melt pond schemes for the
representation of melt ponds; (2) elucidate the role that refreezing
processes can have on the seasonal evolution of Arctic sea ice melt
ponds; (3) estimate how uncertainties in atmospheric reanalyses affect
the simulated results. We address the three questions above both for the

simulated melt pond and large-scale sea ice properties over the period

2

for which observations are available (1980–2015) in the Northern
Hemisphere.

In Section 2, we describe the configuration of the ocean–sea ice
model NEMO–LIM used in this study, together with the atmospheric
forcing datasets, the melt pond schemes and the formulation of the
refreezing of melt ponds. Then, in Section 3, we present and discuss the
results derived from the set of simulations carried out with the model.
Concluding remarks are finally given in Section 4.

2. Methods

2.1. Numerical models

In this study, we use the Océan PArallélisé (OPA) ocean model
coupled to the ice model LIM within the framework of NEMO (Nucleus
for European Modelling of the Ocean) version 3.6 stable (SVN revi-
sion 7619). OPA is a finite-difference, hydrostatic, primitive-equation
model (Madec et al., 2017). The sea ice model is LIM version 3 (Van-
coppenolle et al., 2009; Rousset et al., 2015). LIM features a discrete
subgrid-scale ice thickness distribution (ITD) (Thorndike et al., 1975)
with five ice categories. The boundaries of the thickness categories are
0, 0.45, 1.13, 2.14, 3.67 and 99m (Massonnet et al., 2019, see Eq.
(2)). The salinity, age and enthalpy of the ice are defined separately
for each category. We adopt the vertical thermodynamic formulation
of Bitz and Lipscomb (1999) and Vancoppenolle et al. (2007) with five
layers of ice and one of snow, for each ice categories. The ice dynamics
are represented by the elastic–viscous–plastic (EVP) formalism (Hunke
et al., 2019) adapted to the Arakawa C grid (Bouillon et al., 2009).
The advection of sea ice properties is computed with the second-order
scheme of Prather (1986) for each of the categories of the ITD.

2.2. Atmospheric datasets and surface forcing method

In our configuration, the surface boundary conditions of NEMO-LIM
are computed following the formulation of the Coordinated ocean–
ice Reference Experiments (CORE) of NEMO–LIM. CORE requires as
surface inputs the wind speed components, the air temperature and
specific humidity, the short and longwave downward radiation, and
the snow and liquid precipitation rates. From these surface variables,
the wind stress, sensible and latent turbulent heat fluxes are estimated
through bulk formulas. Transfer coefficients over the ocean for momen-
tum, sensible and latent heat fluxes are calculated according to Large
and Yeager (2004, 2008) using the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory.
The transfer coefficients between the atmosphere–ice interface are set
equal to 1.4 × 10−3. The net surface longwave radiation flux is given
from the difference of the downwelling longwave radiation with the
upward black body radiation flux, with the emissivity set to 0.95 over
the ice. The shortwave radiation absorbed at the surface is calculated
using the ice-albedo scheme of Shine and Henderson-Sellers (1985),
assuming a constant cloud fraction of 0.81. The ocean albedo is set equal
to 0.066 (e.g. Pegau and Paulson (2001)). The evaporation of seawater
and sublimation at the surface of the ice cover are calculated from the
latent surface heat fluxes. The solid precipitation is prescribed by the
atmospheric dataset, dismissing the need for a scheme such as the one
of Ledley (1985). The amount of snow is redistributed between the
ocean and ice as a function of the open water area, to account for the
effect of the blowing snow (Lecomte et al., 2015). Liquid precipitation
falling on the ice is collected in the ocean.

The first atmospheric dataset we use is the DRAKKAR forcing set
(DFS), version 5.2 from the DRAKKAR modelling community (Brodeau
et al., 2010; Dussin et al., 2016). This dataset is based on ERA40 (Up-
pala et al., 2005) and ERA-interim (Dee et al., 2011) reanalyses. DFS
covers the period 1958 to 2015, with a resolution of 80 km. The
frequency is daily for precipitation and radiation fluxes, and 3-hourly
for the wind speed components, the surface air temperature (SAT)

and surface air specific humidity. An assessment of the ERA-interim
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variables by Dussin et al. (2016) led to the introduction of the following
corrections: increasing of the wind speed in the intertropical band,
adjustments of the radiations to equilibrate the global heat balance,
removal of time discontinuities in the liquid precipitation fields, and
reduction of the SAT and specific humidity in the Arctic and the South-
ern Ocean, near the Antarctic continent (Dussin et al., 2016). DFS relies
on the ERA40 anomalies in wind speeds, SAT and humidity, between
1958 and 1978. These anomalies are added to a daily climatology of
the modified ERA-interim dataset.

The second atmospheric forcing dataset chosen is the Japanese 55-
year reanalysis, hereafter referred to as JRA. This product is a global
atmospheric reanalysis (Kobayashi et al., 2015) being conducted by
the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the Central Institute of
Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI). It spans from 1958 to present times.
The frequency is 3 h and the spatial resolution is 60 km. The reanalysis is
based on the 25 years Japanese reanalysis (JRA-25), with the addition
of a four-dimensional variational analysis (4D-Var), a variation bias
correction (VarBC) for satellite radiances and smoother transitions
between the observational datasets. The quality of JRA over DFS lies
with the use of the same methodology over the entire period covered
by the dataset.

2.3. Implementation of the melt pond schemes in the sea ice model

The melt ponds are carried as tracers of volume 𝑣𝑖𝑝 and area fraction
𝑎𝑖𝑝 on the ice surface of each thickness category. The geometrical
properties of the ponds are defined in the melt pond schemes according
to the formulation of the aspect ratio, as described in the following
sections.

The amount of meltwater added to the melt ponds is derived from
the volume changes due to the melting of the snow and the ice surface
layers, between each time step. A fraction of the total surface meltwater
becomes available for ponding; the remaining fraction runs off the ice
and is lost to the ocean. The fraction 𝑟 is given by Eq. (1):

𝑟(𝑎𝑖) = 0.15 + 0.55𝑎𝑖 (1)

as a function of the ice concentration per category 𝑎𝑖. We follow the
formulation of Icepack sea ice column physics (Hunke et al., 2019) from
CICE consortium to specify the fraction. A single ice category receives
at most 70% of the available surface meltwater and at least 15%. This
formulation differs slightly from Holland et al. (2012) and Flocco et al.
(2012). The use of 𝑎𝑖 reflects better the allocation of meltwater among
the ice categories in case of asymmetries in the ice thickness distribu-
tion. The liquid precipitation is not included in the ice model. Instead,
CORE sends the water flux directly to the ocean. This assumption is
reasonable as snowfall is presently the dominant form of precipitation
in the Arctic (Bintanja and Andry, 2017).

2.4. Explicit aspect ratio melt pond scheme

As for the melt pond scheme with an explicit formulation of the
aspect ratio, we follow closely the implementation of the melt pond
scheme of Holland et al. (2012) in the community earth system model
(CESM). We will refer to this scheme as CESM. The aspect ratio relation
is given by 𝑎𝑖𝑝∕𝑎𝑖 = 0.8ℎ𝑖𝑝. The relation is used to calculate the area
raction 𝑎𝑖𝑝 and depth ℎ𝑖𝑝 of the ponds from 𝑣𝑖𝑝. The relation was esti-

mated by a linear fit of observations collected during SHEBA (Perovich,
2003). To bound the pond characteristics to physical ranges, the melt
pond quantities undergo additional constraints. The pond depth cannot
exceed 90% of the ice thickness category. The ponds are cleared if the
ice thickness is less than 0.10m. Lastly, the meltwater removed from

the ponds is transferred to the ocean.
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2.5. Implicit aspect ratio melt pond scheme

In the second group of melt pond scheme, the melt ponds are de-
fined without specifying explicitly the aspect ratio. We use the so-called
topographic scheme (Flocco and Feltham, 2007; Flocco et al., 2010)
in LIM (Lecomte et al., 2015). The version chosen here follows the
one of Icepack, version 1.1.1, as documented by Hunke et al. (2019).
This scheme is not able to resolve explicitly the surface morphology
of the ice. Instead, the ice thickness distribution is separated into a
distribution of the ice surface height and a distribution of the ice
basal depth. To express the distribution of the surface height, the ice
thickness categories are assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium and
the ice in a grid cell to be rigid. The volume of meltwater available
for ponding is then distributed over the surface height categories,
filling up the categories from low to high surface height categories and
considering saturated snow.

The topographic scheme features an additional sink of meltwater
due to the porosity of the ice. The vertical seepage is calculated from
the ice permeability using Darcy’s law. The permeability is a cubic
function of the fraction of brine (Golden et al., 2007). The greater
the fraction of brine, the more porous the ice and the greater the
permeability. The solid fraction of ice is given from mushy layer equa-
tions (Feltham et al., 2006), with salt concentrations in brine evaluated
from polynomial functions of the internal ice temperature (Assur, 1958;
Notz, 2005). The concentration of salt in ice crystals is set to 0.

2.6. Formulation of the refreezing of melt ponds

As mentioned earlier, the refreezing of melt ponds is a complex
process to represent (Flocco et al., 2015). The melt pond salinity has
a direct effect on the freezing point of melt ponds. The freezing rates
of melt ponds depend not only on the heat content of the ponds but
also on the stratification of the water column in the ponds (Kim et al.,
2018). The representation of the heat and salt contents of melt ponds
in climate models and their effects on sea ice is still an open question.

As a first approach, Holland et al. (2012) defined the refreezing of
melt ponds empirically using the following expression:

𝑉 𝑡+1
𝑝𝑛𝑑 = 𝑉 𝑡

𝑝𝑛𝑑 exp
(

−0.01
𝑇𝑠𝑓𝑐 − 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟

𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟

)

(2)

where 𝑡 is the model time and 𝑡 + 1 the time at the next iteration. The
volume of meltwater is reduced by the exponential term of Eq. (2) when
the ice surface temperature 𝑇𝑠𝑓𝑐 is below the threshold 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟. Holland
et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2018) set 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 to −2.0 ◦C, assuming the
melting temperature for sea ice as 0 ◦C. The salinity of melt ponds may
be important when melt ponds are connected to the ocean. Perovich
et al. (2009) reported salinities of up to 29 ppt for such melt ponds,
which correspond to a freezing point of −1.6 ◦C. Thus, the temperature
threshold of −2.0 ◦C is arguably not realistic. However, the formulation
of Holland et al. (2012) is designed to be a simple and effective method
to refreeze melt ponds. Lastly, the mechanism is influenced by the
model time step, where a reduction of the time step causes melt ponds
to refreeze more rapidly.

As a second approach, Flocco et al. (2010) represented the refreez-
ing of melt ponds by an ice-lid that develops on the pond surface when
the surface temperature is below the freezing point of melt ponds. The
thickness of the ice-lid is calculated using the Stefan energy budget
law applied to the lid-pond interface, assuming a vertical linear tem-
perature profile in the lid and a temperature in the ponds equals their
freezing point. Melt ponds are assumed to have a non-zero salinity, and
consequently a freezing point slightly below 0 ◦C. In version 1.1.1 of
Icepack (Hunke et al., 2019), the freezing point of melt ponds is set to
−0.15 ◦C. This temperature is the freezing point of water with a salinity
of 2.6 PSU.

We have selected the refreezing formulation of Holland et al. (2012)
to ensure the strict conservation of heat and mass in the model simply.
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Table 1
Albedo values used in LIM for four different surface types, given for clear sky.

Dry snow Melting snow Dry ice Ponded ice Open water
𝛼𝑑𝑟𝑦
𝑠𝑛𝑤 𝛼𝑚𝑙𝑡

𝑠𝑛𝑤 𝛼𝑑𝑟𝑦
𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑝𝑛𝑑 𝛼𝑜𝑝𝑤

Albedo 0.80 0.65 0.72 0.25 0.066

The conservations of heat and mass help the integration of our work
into Earth-System Models. The ice-lid formulation of Flocco et al.
(2010) requires additional assumptions to redistribute heat and mass
between the ice categories and the ocean. On the other hand, the
amount of frozen water from Holland et al.’s (Holland et al., 2012)
formulation is redirected to the ocean in the form of a salt flux, with
no latent heat release. The treatment of freshwater flux in melt ponds
and surface meltwater fluxes in LIM3 is identical.

The formulation of Holland et al. (2012) allows adjusting easily
the freezing rates of melt ponds while keeping the dependence on
the freezing point of melt ponds and the surface temperature. These
enable us to examine the effects of two temperature thresholds. The
threshold of −0.15 ◦C is associated to melt ponds with low salinity and
igh freezing rates, whereas −2.00 ◦C is linked to melt ponds with high
alinity and low freezing rates.

.7. Computation of the surface albedo

The albedo of the ice cover is calculated as the weighted mean
f three different surface types: snow, bare ice and melt ponds. The
irst two types are determined following Shine and Henderson-Sellers
1985) with different sets of piecewise functions depending on the
hicknesses of the ice or snow layers. The correction of Oberhuber
1988) is applied to adjust the weighted mean albedo over sea ice
o overcast sky conditions. The melt pond surface type is specified
y Eq. (3), as a function of the meltwater depth in the ponds (Lecomte
t al., 2011):

𝑝𝑛𝑑
(

ℎ𝑝𝑛𝑑
)

= 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝𝑛𝑑 + (𝛼𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝𝑛𝑑 ) exp
(

−
ℎ𝑝𝑛𝑑
𝜔

)

(3)

here 𝜔 is the characteristic exponential length scale for pond albedo,
et equal to 0.05m (Lecomte et al., 2015). The albedo of ponded ice
uickly converges towards the minimum reference melt pond albedo
𝛼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑝𝑛𝑑) value of 0.25 as the water depth increases. A melt pond depth
reater than 0.23m results in more than 99% of decrease in albedo over
elt ponds. Ice surfaces with no pond or snow have the albedo of dry

are ice 𝛼𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑐𝑒 . Reference albedo values are presented in Table 1.

.8. Experimental design

Our experimental design consists of eight numerical simulations.
e make use of the atmospheric forcing datasets DFS and JRA, along
ith the CORE forcing method, to define the boundary conditions at

he ocean and ice surfaces. Furthermore, we combine the melt pond
chemes of Holland et al. (2012) (CESM) and Flocco et al. (2010)
topographic) in association with the two atmospheric datasets. Lastly,
e select the melt pond refreezing formulation of Holland et al. (2012)

or both schemes and we test the temperatures −2.00 ◦C and −0.15 ◦C
as the melt pond refreezing temperature thresholds.

The simulations extend from 1958 to 2015. We reduce the period
of analysis to the last 30 years to allow a sufficient spin-up for the
sea ice and ocean surface properties to stabilise. The ocean mesh is
a 1◦ curvilinear tripolar grid of the ORCA family (Madec and Imbard,
1996). The grid cell edge length is ∼112 km at the equator, down to
∼46 km in the Arctic basin. The grid extends underneath the Antarctic
ice shelves to allow the representation of ocean–ice shelf interactions,
although such interactions are not explicitly represented in this study.
There are 75 vertical levels in partial step z-coordinate. The vertical

resolution increases from 200m at the bottom to 1m near the surface,
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following a double hyperbolic tangent function. The ocean model time
step is 1 h with a call to the ice model every 6 h. The vertical mixing in
the ocean is assured by a turbulent eddy kinetic energy scheme (Blanke
and Delecluse, 1993). The horizontal Laplacian eddy viscosity is set to
20 000m2 s−1, which is half the default value specified in NEMO–LIM.

As initial conditions, the ocean starts from rest, with the 3-D tem-
perature and salinity fields prescribed by the World Ocean Atlas 2013
(WOA13) climatology (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013). The
ocean is covered with sea ice when the sea surface temperature is less
than 2 ◦C above the seawater freezing point. The initial characteristics
of the ice are 3.0m (1.0m) ice thickness in the Northern (Southern)
Hemisphere, 90% ice concentration, −3.15 ◦C ice temperature, 6.3 g∕kg
ice salinity, 0.30m snow depth. The river runoff consists of continental
freshwater discharges (> 60 ◦S) and melting of icebergs in the South-
ern Ocean (< 60 ◦S), respectively given by Dai and Trenberth (2002)
and Merino et al. (2016). In addition, ice shelf calving fluxes in the
Antarctic are prescribed by Depoorter et al. (2013) and distributed
at depth along the calving front. The sea surface salinity is restored
towards the WOA13 climatology to avoid spurious model drifts. In
ice-covered regions, this restoring is multiplied with the fraction of
open water (one minus the ice concentration) to preserve ocean–ice
interactions. The salinity relaxation time scale is equivalent to 300 days
for a mixed layer depth of 50m in ice-free regions.

The configuration of the model is closely related to those of Doc-
quier et al. (2017), Barthélemy et al. (2017), Massonnet et al. (2019)
among others. Our implementation of melt ponds in NEMO-LIM is
based on the initial work of Lecomte et al. (2015), which may be used
for comparison.

2.9. Observations

To assess the simulations, we make use of observational products to
examine the model skill in representing the sea ice and melt ponds in
the Arctic from 1980 to 2015. The products consist mainly of four large-
scale datasets. Firstly, the sea ice concentrations generated by the NASA
Team algorithm from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSM/I-SSMIS passive
microwave data (Cavalieri, 1996), hereafter referred to as NSIDC-0051,
are used to evaluate the simulated sea ice concentrations and the ice
extent and to estimate the errors in ice edge position. Secondly, we
use the PIOMAS reanalysis for assessing the simulated Arctic sea ice
volume, keeping in mind that this reanalysis is uncertain (Schweiger
et al., 2011). Thirdly, the melt pond distributions on Arctic sea ice
from Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2020) are used to assess
the representation of melt ponds. These two products are derived
from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS).
MODIS sensors operate in the visible and infrared part of the spectrum.
Thus, measurements are influenced by the fraction of clouds in the
atmosphere, altering the ability of the two algorithms to resolve the
fractions of melt ponds and sea ice. We retrieved version 2 of the
dataset of Rösel et al. (2012) from the Integrated Climate Data Center
(ICDC, icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.de), University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany, October 2018. This dataset covers the years 2000 to 2011, at
a spatial resolution of 12.5 km and a temporal resolution of 8 days. The
dataset of Lee et al. (2020) was downloaded from the UK Polar Data
Centre (UK PDC), hosted by the British Antarctic Survey. We select the
years 2000 to 2015 of the 8-day average product from the repository.
The spatial resolution of this product is 5 km.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Simulation of melt ponds by NEMO–LIM

Fig. 1 shows the mean seasonal cycles of the melt pond (MP) area
fraction of sea ice, hereafter referred to as the MP area fraction, as
modelled by NEMO–LIM over 2000–2011. As a point of comparison,

the equivalent mean seasonal cycles from the datasets of Rösel et al.
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Fig. 1. Mean seasonal cycles of the melt pond area fraction of sea ice averaged between
2000 and 2011 in the Northern Hemisphere where the ice concentration is strictly
positive. The group of simulations has 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −0.15 ◦C. The mean seasonal
ycles derived from MODIS by Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2020) are drawn in
lack.

2012) and Lee et al. (2020) are shown in black in the same figure.
he means of the MP area fractions are calculated on a weekly basis in
he Northern Hemisphere and in the presence of sea ice (non-zero ice
oncentration). The means are weighted by the area of the grid cells.
he group of simulations has 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −0.15 ◦C. The temperature
f −0.15 ◦C corresponds to a scenario of melt ponds containing a small
mount of salt and high refreezing rates of melt ponds.

The mean seasonal cycles of the simulated MP area fraction compare
ell with the datasets of Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2020),
specially the onsets and outsets of melt ponds. The simulated onset of
he MP area fraction is slightly delayed by a couple of days compared
o the dataset of Rösel et al. (2012) and by about one week compared
o the one of Lee et al. (2020). In late August, the simulated MP area
raction starts to reduce similarly to the cycles derived from the MODIS
ased datasets.

NEMO–LIM simulates large MP area fractions in July and August.
ther modelling studies using the ice-lid refreezing mechanism (Flocco
t al., 2012; Schröder et al., 2014; Lecomte et al., 2015) show sig-
ificantly smaller seasonal maxima in MP area fractions than those
btained from our simulations. These studies present principally the
ean exposed MP area fractions. The multiplying factor between the

xposed and total MP area fractions is between 1.75 and 2 (Flocco
t al., 2012; Lecomte et al., 2015) in July. The exposed MP area
ractions are closer in definition to the measurable MP area fractions
rom MODIS. Lastly, in the current configuration, NEMO–LIM tends
o underestimate the ice concentration in summer and to simulate the
inimum ice extent in advance by 2–3 weeks compared to observations

see Section 3.4). Normalising the melt pond area by the sea ice area
eads to larger MP area fractions (of sea ice area).

The product of Rösel et al. (2012) features an increase in the mean
P area fraction in September, which is not observed in Lee et al.’s (Lee

t al., 2020) dataset. This increase is due to uncertainties in the retrieval
ethod of Tschudi et al. (2005, 2008) in late summer. This method

ends to overestimate melt ponds on thin ice because of the spectral
ignatures of the surface types. The bias becomes important in the
arginal ice zone or in September as the sea ice extent is minimum

nd melt ponds either refreeze or decay. By the end of September,
he remaining melt ponds on the ice surface are covered by an ice-
id (Eicken, 2002). Snow may accumulate on the ice-lid, preventing
urther the detection of melt ponds from MODIS.

The simulated MP area fraction depends on the choice of reanalysis
nd melt pond scheme in this group of simulations. When forced by
FS, the seasonal maximum in MP area fraction is increased by 14 to
 f

5

4% compared to the corresponding simulations using JRA. The type
f melt pond scheme leads to similar differences. The CESM scheme
roduces a maximum in MP area fraction 12 to 22% larger than the one
btained with the topographic scheme when using JRA. The onsets of
he melt ponds simulations are rather similar between the simulations.
n autumn, however, the declines in MP area fractions happen at
ifferent rates. The decrease in MP area fraction is delayed by 6–7 days
hen using DFS and occurs at a faster rate with the CESM scheme than
ith the topographic scheme.

The spatial distributions of the mean MP area fractions during
ugust over 2000–2011 are displayed in Fig. 2, for the group of sim-
lations using 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −0.15 ◦C. The simulations using the CESM
cheme have a moderate spatial variability of MP area fraction in most
f the Arctic basin. The Canadian Arctic Archipelago and the regions
n its vicinity are exceptions. In these regions, the atmospheric forcing
xplains most of the differences in MP area fractions between the
imulations. On the other hand, the simulations using the topographic
cheme exhibit a more heterogeneous spatial variability of MP area
ractions in the Arctic. The topographic scheme simulates larger MP
rea fractions in the Eurasian sector of the Arctic basin, irrespectively
f the atmospheric forcing.

As comparison, Fig. 3 shows the corresponding MP area fractions
rom the datasets of Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2020) in August
ver 2000–2011. Both datasets share spatial characteristics, although
he spatial variability between the two is significantly different. The
P area fractions are maximum along the marginal ice zone, between
.40 and 0.50 in Rösel et al.’s (Rösel et al., 2012) dataset, and up to
.70 in Lee et al.’s (Lee et al., 2020) dataset. Additionally, the MP area
ractions are smaller in the north of the Greenland coast. This region
ith smaller MP area fractions extends in the Arctic basin towards

he North Pole in Rösel et al.’s (Rösel et al., 2012) dataset. On the
pposite, Lee et al. (2020)’s dataset presents an increase in the spatial
ariability in the regions around the North Pole. The regions with
maller MP area fractions extend to the northern part of the Canadian
rchipelago in this dataset.

The spatial variability of the MP area fraction as simulated by the
opographic scheme can be related to the variability of the exposed MP
rea fraction presented by Flocco et al. (2012, Figure 4c). In this study,
he atmospheric state is prescribed by DFS version 4.1, a former version
f our DFS product. We find larger MP area fractions in the Canadian
rctic Archipelago as in Flocco et al. (2012) when using DFS version
.2 compared to JRA.

The moderate spatial variability of the MP area fraction simulated
y the CESM scheme differs from the observations shown in Fig. 3,
ut also to the model results of Zhang et al. (2018). These authors
djusted the aspect ratio relation of the CESM scheme to increase the
elt pond depth over thicker ice. The range of MP area fractions

n the Arctic basin as simulated by the CESM scheme and forced by
RA is comparable to the MP fractions from the control simulation
f Zhang et al. (2018). Thus, the lack of spatial variability of the MP
rea fractions is likely due to the restrictive aspect ratio definition of
he CESM scheme.

In-situ measurements of melt pond areas show a wide range of
alues (Polashenski et al., 2012, see Figure 1). In addition, melt ponds
end to cover a fraction of 0.30 of sea ice area on MYI, or between 0.40
o 0.60, up to 0.90 on FYI (Fetterer and Untersteiner, 1998). Melt ponds
ndergo significant interannual and spatial variations. In the region
f the SHEBA 1998 campaign, whose measurements were used to set
p the CESM scheme, Webster et al. (2015) estimated the maximum
P area fraction during the year 2011 as 0.38 and 0.53 on MYI and

YI, respectively. Perovich (2003) reported a mean value of 0.24 during
HEBA.

As shown in Fig. 4, the simulated volume of meltwater per sea ice
rea in melt ponds, or MP volume per ice area, progressively increases
uring the melt season as the meltwater accumulates in melt ponds,

◦
or simulations with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −0.15 C. The seasonal maxima in MP
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Fig. 2. Melt pond area fractions (of sea ice area) averaged in August over the period 2000–2011 for the simulations combining the topographic scheme (top row) and the CESM
scheme (bottom row) with JRA (left column) and DFS (right column) as for the prescribed atmospheric surface states. The temperature threshold 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 is equal to −0.15 ◦C in these
four simulations. The light blue lines indicate the 15% ice concentration contour.

Fig. 3. Melt pond area fractions (of sea ice area) averaged in August over the period 2000–2011 for the observational products of Rösel et al. (2012) (left) and Lee et al. (2020)
(right).
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Fig. 4. Mean seasonal cycles of the melt pond volume of meltwater per sea ice
area, averaged between 2000 and 2011 in the Northern Hemisphere where the ice
concentration is strictly positive. The group of simulations has 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −0.15 ◦C.

olume per ice area are reached at the end of July and the beginning
f August. In September, the volume of melt ponds is close to zero.

The seasonal maximum in MP volume per ice area is mostly set by
he forcing. Simulations forced by DFS have greater MP volumes per ice
rea than the corresponding simulations forced by JRA. The seasonal
aximum in MP volume per ice area ranges between 0.22 to 0.26m3

er sea ice area when using DFS, against 0.15 to 0.16m3 per sea ice area
ith JRA. The type of scheme has a weaker effect on the MP volume
er ice area, with a slightly larger MP volume per ice area simulated
y the topographic scheme than by the CESM scheme.

The mean melt pond depth is controlled by both the aspect ratio
f melt ponds and the MP volume. The DFS forcing results in deeper
elt ponds, with greater volume of meltwater and larger area fractions,

ecause the difference of mean MP volume per ice area between the
wo forcing datasets exceeds the equivalent difference of mean MP
rea fractions. Melt ponds in simulations forced by DFS are between
4 and 59 cm deep on average in August, against 36 to 42 cm deep in

simulations forced by JRA. On the contrary, the topographic scheme
leads to MP volumes per ice area that are 7 to 20% larger than the CESM
scheme. However, the MP area fractions are 2 to 7% smaller with the
topographic scheme than with the CESM one. Thus, the topographic
scheme simulates deeper melt ponds but covering smaller fractions of
sea ice area, for notably larger MP volume per ice area, compared to the
CESM scheme. In August, the melt ponds simulated by the topographic
scheme are 6 to 15 cm deeper on average than those generated by the
CESM scheme.

Large-scale and long-term observations of melt pond depth or vol-
ume do not exist. Observations of the deepening of melt ponds collected
during SHEBA show peaks of 40 cm in early August (Perovich, 2003).
Additionally, Morassutti and Ledrew (1996) analysed an ensemble of
504 measurements collected in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago over
three ice surfaces. The mean depth of 31.0 cm is reported for melt
ponds over MYI and 27.4 cm over land fast ice made from broken and
deformed ice slabs driven against the coast. These mean depths contrast
with the mean value of 13.0 cm on FYI. The ensemble of measurements
has a large standard deviation of 16.2 cm and a maximum depth of 86 cm
s recorded.

The atmospheric surface state is the main driver of the melting
f the snow and ice surface layers, and subsequently of the spatial
istribution of the MP volume per grid cell area. When normalising the
imulated MP volume per grid cell area by the ice area, the effect of the
tmospheric state is still visible on the spatial distribution of the MP
olume per ice area (Fig. 5). In simulations forced by DFS, the spatial
ariability of the MP volume per ice area is small in the Arctic, for
he reason that the spatial distribution of the MP volume per grid cell
7

area matches approximately the gradient of ice concentration across
the Arctic basin. The larger MP volumes per ice area along the 15%
concentration lines when associating DFS with the topographic scheme
indicate the ability of this scheme to modulate the MP volume on the
ice surface. This ability of the topographic scheme can also be seen in
the simulations forced by DFS. The MP volume per ice area is spatially
more heterogeneous when using the topographic scheme against the
CESM scheme.

Fig. 6 presents the differences in SAT between DFS and JRA during
summer, averaged between 2000 and 2011. The SAT is significantly
larger in DFS than in JRA in the interior of the Arctic basin. The
differences reach approximately 3.0 ◦C locally in two regions of the
central Arctic. Otherwise, the SAT in DFS is lower than JRA 1.0 ◦C to
1.5 ◦C in the Barents and Norwegian Seas, as well as the southern part of
the Kara Sea. The higher temperatures in DFS result in a more efficient
melting of the snow surface layer and then of the ice surface layer.

In conclusion to this section, the seasonal cycles of the melt ponds
are reasonably well reproduced by NEMO–LIM with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to
−0.15 ◦C, especially the timing of the melt pond onset and the general
shapes of the seasonal cycle. The simulated seasonal maximum in MP
area fraction is overestimated compared to observations (Rösel et al.,
2012; Lee et al., 2020) and other modelling studies using the ice-
lid refreezing formulation (Flocco et al., 2012; Schröder et al., 2014;
Lecomte et al., 2015). The ice-lid allows representing the exposed
area fraction of MP in the model, which has a closer correspondence
with the MP area fractions derived from MODIS. Melt ponds exhibit
a strong sensitivity to the choice of the atmospheric forcing dataset,
with greater melt pond volumes, area fractions and effective depths,
when selecting DFS instead of JRA. The sensitivity of the simulated
melt pond volume is likely due to the larger SATs over Arctic sea ice-
covered regions during summer in DFS compared to JRA. On the other
hand, the type of melt pond scheme impacts the aspect ratio of the melt
ponds, with deeper and smaller area extents of melt ponds when using
the topographic scheme than with the CESM scheme.

3.2. Impact of the refreezing temperature on the melt ponds

Among the three sources of uncertainty we have been considering,
the value chosen for the refreezing temperature of melt ponds has
the strongest impact on the seasonal evolution of these features. In
this section, we analyse the simulations conducted with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal
to −2.00 ◦C. This value has been selected by Holland et al. (2012)
and Zhang et al. (2018) to allow a realistic freeze-up of melt ponds
in autumn in their model configurations. This lower threshold for the
surface temperature can be associated with saline melt ponds and low
freezing rates of melt ponds. Important intrusions of seawater in melt
ponds can occur when melt ponds are connected to the ocean, either
laterally through inter-connected melt ponds or vertically (Perovich
et al., 2009).

Fig. 7 shows the mean seasonal cycles of the MP area fraction from
the group of simulations with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −2.00 ◦C. The maximum in
mean MP area fraction exhibits two distinct regimes depending on the
type of melt pond scheme, nearly independently of the atmospheric
forcing. More importantly, melt ponds are still present on sea ice in
mid-September. The issue is particularly acute with the topographic
scheme, where the refreezing is delayed by about one month.

As shown in Fig. 8, the mean seasonal cycle of the water depth in
the melt ponds is also largely affected by the value chosen for 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟.
With 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −0.15 ◦C, the mean melt pond depths are sensitive to the
choice of melt pond scheme and atmospheric forcing dataset. When
𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −2.00 ◦C, the type of melt pond scheme plays a dominant role
in the seasonal deepening of melt ponds. The simulations using the
topographic scheme have greater mean depths (up to 90 cm) than with
the CESM scheme (50 cm). Lastly, the seasonal maximum is delayed to
late August and the decrease in pond depth is postponed to September
and October.
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Fig. 5. Melt pond volume per ice area (m3∕m2) averaged in August over the period 2000–2011 for the simulations combining the topographic scheme (top row) and the CESM
scheme (bottom row) with JRA (left column) and DFS (right column) as for the prescribed atmospheric surface state. The temperature threshold 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 is equal to −0.15 ◦C in these
four simulations. The light blue lines indicate the 15% ice concentration contour.
The number of days with SAT below the temperature threshold 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟
changes significantly depending on the value of the threshold itself. On
average in August, there are 10 to 15 days with the SAT below −0.15 ◦C,
whereas only 1 to 5 days have the SAT below −2.00 ◦C. Secondly, the
refreezing mechanism leads to a faster refreezing of melt ponds when
𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −0.15 ◦C. Indeed, 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 sets in part the exponential rate of Eq. (2)
when melt ponds refreeze. Thus, the refreezing of melt ponds occurs at
a faster rate and over a longer time with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −0.15 ◦C than
when set with −2.00 ◦C.

In autumn, the changes in the melt pond quantities are either due to
meltwater losses or transformations of the sea ice state. The meltwater
losses occur mainly through the refreezing of melt ponds because
sea ice begins to grow again. Meltwater losses due to ridging and
rafting events are also limited at this time of the year. The formation
of new thin sea ice through thermodynamic processes has the effect
of introducing ice in the small thickness categories of the ITD. The
topographic scheme redistributes the remaining meltwater volume over
these new thin ice categories, which maintains large melt pond area
fractions. The change in ITD and the redistribution of meltwater are
confirmed by the decrease in mean melt pond depth in Fig. 8. On
contrary, the CESM scheme is largely unaffected by the growth of thin
ice. The CESM scheme derives the ponded ice area and depth using the

fixed aspect ratio, more independently to the sea ice state.

8

The refreezing of melt ponds is also active in spring and determines
in part the onset of the melt ponds. The numbers of days below the
threshold temperatures −2.00 ◦C and −0.15 ◦C begin to differentiate in
June. The number of days with SAT less than −0.15 ◦C is between 7
to 15 days, against less than 4 days with SAT less than −2.00 ◦C. This
difference in the numbers of days explains the slightly earlier onset of
melt ponds in the group of simulations using 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −2.00 ◦C.

In July, the refreezing mechanism cannot explain the changes in
melt pond quantities, since the average day with freezing conditions
for melt ponds is too small. Meltwater losses are most likely due to
the melting of the ice categories. The basal melt accounts for two-third
and the surface ice melt for one-third of the total mass change in sea
ice during July. These two processes exclude other factors of change
in sea ice mass in the model. Thus, as sea ice is melting, the melt
pond schemes flush the meltwater out to the ocean when the ice cover
becomes too weakened. In addition to meltwater losses, the melting
and disappearance of the thin ice categories lead to an increase in
mean effective ice thickness. When redistributing the meltwater, the
topographic scheme simulates deeper but smaller melt ponds than the

CESM scheme.
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Fig. 6. Differences in SAT (◦C) between the DFS and JRA atmospheric products,
averaged from June to August over 2000–2011. Red (blue) colours indicate higher
(lower) temperatures in DFS than JRA.

Fig. 7. As Fig. 1 but for the group of simulations with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −2.00 ◦C. The
mean seasonal cycles derived from the datasets of Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al.
(2020) are drawn in black.

Fig. 8. Mean seasonal cycles of the effective meltwater depth in the melt ponds over
2000–2011 for the different simulations carried out with NEMO–LIM.
9

3.3. Trends in melt ponds characteristics

Trends in melt pond quantities over the past decades are computed
between 1980 and 2015 in a similar way to Zhang et al. (2018)
and Schröder et al. (2014) (Table 2). To account for the negative trends
in sea ice area from the mass fluxes, we normalised the time series by
the total sea ice area. Similarly, we computed the trends in the mean
melt pond area and volume per sea ice area.

The trends in total Arctic sea ice area (SIA) are negative during
all months in each of the simulations over the period 1980 to 2015.
The reductions in total SIA in the simulations are consistent with the
observed changes in Arctic ice extent over the past decades (Serreze
and Meier, 2018). Between June and August, the modelled trend in
total SIA ranges between −0.59 × 106 and −0.65 × 106 km2 per decade,
which corresponds to a difference of 9%. The trend in SIA derived from
the NSIDC-0051 product is −0.69 × 106 km2 per decade.

Positive trends in MP area and volume per sea ice area ice are ob-
served in all simulations. On the one hand, the simulations combining
the CESM scheme with 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −2.00 ◦C have small and statistically
insignificant trends in MP area and volume per sea ice area. In com-
parison, Zhang et al. (2018) found insignificant small downward trends
in MP area and volume per sea ice area. Zhang et al. (2018) made
use of a modified version of the CESM scheme, the same refreezing
mechanism used in our study and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −2.00 ◦C. On the other hand,
simulations using the topographic scheme and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 set equal to −0.15 ◦C
have significant positive trends in MP area and volume per sea ice area.
The sign of the trend in MP area fraction in these two simulations agrees
with Schröder et al. (2014), who found a positive trend over a similar
period of time with the topographic scheme and an ice-lid refreezing
formulation (Flocco et al., 2010).

The trend in the total mass flux of meltwater entering the ponds per
ice area increase in all the simulations. However, none of the trends
is statistically significant. In comparison, the trends in total meltwater
mass fluxes per ice area leaving the melt ponds are slightly larger than
the corresponding mass fluxes entering the melt ponds, except for one
simulation that combines the topographic melt pond scheme with DFS
and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −2.00 ◦C. The slight imbalance should lead to a negative
trend in MP area and volume per sea ice area, in contradiction with the
calculated positive trend in MP area and volume per sea ice area. Only
simulations using 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −2.00 ◦C have statistically significant
trends. More statistical significance could be gained by integrating the
mass fluxes over the whole period the surface melting is active.

The slight imbalance in total mass fluxes entering and leaving the
melt ponds per ice area, as well as the absence of strong statistical
significance, suggest a role of the sea ice state for the melt pond
evolution over the past decades, rather than strong changes in the
meltwater fluxes in and out of the melt ponds. The Arctic sea ice has
been transitioning towards a more seasonal and thinner state during
the recent decades. These transitions have a direct effect on the ITD
and consequently on the derivation of melt ponds by the topographic
scheme. In addition, the CESM scheme relies on the ice concentration
to estimate the MP area and volume per sea ice area. The local changes
in sea ice concentration impact the derivation of melt ponds quantities
by the CESM scheme.

3.4. Impact on the arctic sea ice

3.4.1. Sea ice extent
NEMO–LIM reproduces most of the characteristics of the mean

seasonal cycle of the Arctic sea ice extent derived from NSIDC-0051
(Fig. 9(a)). In winter, the rate of change in sea ice extent is close to
NSIDC-0051 and the seasonal maximum occurs comparably in March
for all simulations. During this month, the sea ice extent simulated by
NEMO–LIM is 5% larger than NSIDC-0051. The position of the ice edge
(ice concentration equal to 15%) is not well represented in some parts
of the Arctic. This misplacement can be quantified by the integrated
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Table 2
Trends in total Arctic sea ice area (SIA) (106 km2 per decade), total volume of meltwater per day entering 𝜙𝑝𝑛𝑑

𝑖𝑛 and leaving
𝜙𝑝𝑛𝑑
𝑜𝑢𝑡 the melt ponds normalised by the SIA (mm∕month per decade), mean melt pond area fraction of sea ice (% per decade)

and mean melt pond volume per ice area (cm per decade), over 1980 to 2015 averaged over June, July and August. Values
in bold fonts have a 𝑝-value less than 0.05.

𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 Scheme Forcing SIA 𝜙𝑝𝑛𝑑
𝑖𝑛 𝜙𝑝𝑛𝑑

𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐴𝑝𝑛𝑑

𝐴𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑉𝑝𝑛𝑑

𝑆𝑖𝑐𝑒
◦C 106 km2 mm∕mon mm∕mon % cm

−0 15 Topo. DFS −0.59 5.53 10.75 1.89 1.27
−0 15 Topo. JRA −0.63 5.29 12.27 1.94 1.44
−0 15 CESM DFS −0.61 7.46 16.08 1.29 0.79
−0 15 CESM JRA −0.64 6.90 16.90 1.97 1.14
−2 00 Topo. DFS −0.60 5.71 4.30 1.60 1.44
−2 00 Topo. JRA −0.65 6.13 11.16 1.45 1.53
−2 00 CESM DFS −0.62 7.66 17.05 1.01 0.77
−2 00 CESM JRA −0.65 7.28 19.99 0.95 0.79
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Fig. 9. Mean seasonal cycles of total Arctic sea ice extent (9(a)) and integrated ice
edge error (9(b)) over 1980–2015. Simulations are given a colour as a function of
the atmospheric product (warm-cold), melt pond scheme (light-dark) and a line style
following 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 (continuous-dashed). NSIDC-0051 is drawn in black and the grey shaded
area shows the ice extents between the 10th and 90th percentiles. Similarly, the
orange shaded area is enclosed by lowest 10th and highest 90th percentiles of sea
ice extents from the set of simulations. The integrated ice edge error is calculated
against NSIDC-0051.

ice edge error (IIEE) (Goessling et al., 2016). IIEE corresponds to the
symmetric difference between the areas enclosed by the modelled and
observed sea ice edges. Fig. 9(b) depicts the mean seasonal cycles of
the IIEE for all the simulations, using NSIDC-0051 as the reference
product. The IIEEs are maximum in March and result from too large
 i

10
sea ice concentrations in the Labrador and Greenland Seas and too low
ice concentrations in the regions of the North Pacific and the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence.

In summer, NEMO–LIM simulates a minimum ice extent that occurs
two to three weeks in advance compared to NSIDC-0051. Such early
summer minimum ice extents are common to studies using similar
model set-ups (Rousset et al., 2015; Lecomte et al., 2015; Docquier
et al., 2017). In September, the sea ice concentrations are 4 to 8%
arger than the NSIDC-0051 values in the central Arctic. In the regions
f the Barents, Kara and Laptev Seas, the model underestimates the
ce concentration by 10% to 20%, whereas the ice concentrations are
verestimated in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Fram Strait by
p to 30 to 60%.

The differences between the simulations accentuate during summer
n terms of sea ice extent and IIEE. The group of simulations using
FS has a smaller IIEE and a minimum sea ice extent closer to NSIDC-
051, compared to the group using JRA. For the same atmospheric
roduct and melt pond scheme, the IIEE is reduced when 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 is equal
o −0.15 ◦C. Regarding the type of scheme, the differences are less clear.
imulations combining JRA and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 = −2.00 ◦C show no differences in

mean ice extent and little changes in IIEE. With DFS, the topographic
scheme improves the simulation of the ice extent and the position of
the ice edge. In winter, the differences between the simulations are less
important and can be attributed essentially to the atmospheric forcing
dataset. From January to June, the simulations have larger IIEEs with
DFS than with JRA.

3.4.2. Sea ice volume
The mean seasonal cycles of the total sea ice volume simulated

by NEMO–LIM compare relatively well with the PIOMAS reanalysis
(Fig. 10). The modelled Arctic sea ice volume is 0.6 × 103 to 4.0 × 103 km3

arger than the PIOMAS product from August to January. During
hese months, the monthly means of the simulated sea ice volume are
ithin the 10th and 90th percentiles of the seasonal cycles of sea ice
olume from PIOMAS. Then, the gap between NEMO–LIM and PIOMAS
ncreases up to 4.9 × 103 and 6.7 × 103 km3 in May. From March to June,
he monthly means of the simulated sea ice volume exceed the 90th
ercentile from the PIOMAS reanalysis. However, one must keep in
ind that Schweiger et al. (2011) estimated the uncertainty of PIOMAS
rctic sea ice volume as 1.35 × 103 km3 in October and 2.25 × 103 km3

n March.
The timings of the seasonal extremes in sea ice volume are rela-

ively in phase between the simulations and PIOMAS. The maximum
s reached at the end of April in NEMO–LIM, about 10 days later
han in PIOMAS, whereas the minimum occurs 6 to 8 days before the
IOMAS one, in September. From May to July, the seasonal loss of
rctic sea ice volume is faster than PIOMAS. Seasonal maxima and
inima are slightly smaller than the values documented by Rousset

t al. (2015). In their study, the effect of melt ponds is considered
mplicitly using a constant lower albedo value for bare ice, when the

ce surface temperature is above the melting point.
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Fig. 10. Mean seasonal cycles of the total Arctic sea ice volume over 1980–2015 from
EMO–LIM (in colours) and PIOMAS (in black). The grey shaded area is enclosed by

he 10th and 90th percentiles of the total sea ice volume from PIOMAS. Similarly, the
range shaded area is enclosed by the lowest 10th percentile and the highest 90th
ercentile of the set of simulations from NEMO–LIM. Simulations are given a colour as
function of the atmospheric dataset (warm-cold), melt pond scheme (light-dark) and
line style following 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 (continuous-dashed).

The differences in Arctic sea ice volume between the simulations
re sustained all year round. The range of mean seasonal Arctic ice
olume simulated by NEMO–LIM is not constant between the months,
rom 1.9 × 103 km3 in May to 3.3 × 103 km3 in August. When pairing

the simulations, we find that simulations using DFS, the topographic
scheme, and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −0.15 ◦C, tends to have greater Arctic sea ice
volume than the respective simulations using JRA, the CESM scheme,
and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −2.00 ◦C.

3.5. Difference in the representation of the sea ice in the simulations

To investigate further the differences between the simulations, we
introduce the mean absolute difference (𝐷) as the absolute difference
between two variables following one change in the experimental set-up
(atmospheric forcing or refreezing temperature or melt pond scheme)
while keeping the other two elements identical. The simulations can
be thought as representations of the same climate system, and the
differences between them as distances expressing the disagreement of
the simulations on the representation of the climate state. By carefully
selecting simulations and comparing the differences, we can exam-
ine specific aspects of the model formulation. For instance, to study
the impact of differences due to the CESM and topographic schemes,
simulations can be paired by the type of scheme, with pairs using
the same atmospheric forcing dataset and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 value. Then, we can
calculate the mean absolute difference between the pairs of simulations.
The mean absolute difference related to the type of scheme, choice of
atmospheric forcing dataset and refreezing temperature are referred to
𝐷𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒, 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝐷𝑇 𝑡ℎ𝑟, respectively.

In the central Arctic, the distance 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 attributed to the at-
mospheric forcing explains most of the differences in mean sea ice
volume between the simulations (Fig. 11). The contribution north
of Greenland and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago is comparatively
smaller than most of the other regions of the ice pack. The effect of the
atmosphere forcing on the differences is more important in the Beaufort
and Chukchi Seas and the area north of the Barents Sea. There, 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔
is about 0.60m3∕m2 on average. 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 is much larger in the Canadian
Arctic Archipelago, where the variable peaks at 4.63m3∕m2.

In comparison, the distances 𝐷𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒 and 𝐷𝑇ℎ𝑟 attributed to the
type of scheme and refreezing temperature are much smaller. 𝐷𝑇ℎ𝑟
is near zero in the Eurasian sector of the Arctic, but this diagnostic
11
amounts to 0.24m3∕m2 in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. 𝐷𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒 is
within a similar interval, though smaller in value, to 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 . The most
important distance of 𝐷𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑒 lies in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago,

here it reaches 1.61m3∕m2, a value similar to that of 𝐷𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 . The
ifferences are lower in the central Arctic Ocean. Distances due to the
ype of scheme greater than 0.8m3∕m2 are restricted to the Beaufort,
hukchi and East Siberian Seas.

In their current implementation in NEMO–LIM, melt ponds interact
ith the sea ice and ocean systems through two mechanisms. Firstly,
elt ponds alter the surface albedo through the melt pond area frac-

ion and the effective depth of meltwater present in the melt ponds
see Eq. (3)). When melt ponds deepen, the albedo quickly decreases
owards the minimum albedo of ponded ice surfaces. A melt pond depth
reater than 23 cm results in a ∼99% decrease in the albedo of melt
onds relative to the nominal value. Thus, Eq. (3) inhibits strongly
he effect of excessively deep melt ponds on the area-averaged surface
lbedo. Secondly, melt ponds interact with the ocean surface layer
hrough the mass fluxes of freshwater, by delaying the input of surface
eltwater during the melt season. The amount of meltwater in the melt
onds is mostly set by the atmospheric forcing dataset, rather than by
he type of melt pond scheme or value for 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟. Consequently, the effects
f the uncertainties in the melt pond formulation through the mass
luxes of freshwater on the sea ice volume are weak compared to the
ncertainties in the atmospheric state.

The mean absolute differences of sea ice volume tell us that having
n accurate representation of the surface atmospheric state is key to
etter simulate the Arctic sea ice volume. Our results suggest that
he sea ice state (volume and area) is primarily impacted by changes
n the atmospheric forcing, and to a much lesser degree by changes
n the melt pond scheme formulation and value for the refreezing
emperature. This result is in line with that of Hunke (2010), who found
dominant effect of changes in atmospheric and oceanic external forc-

ngs. Consequently, despite its relative simplicity, the CESM melt pond
cheme leads to results that are rather similar to those obtained with
he topographic scheme. Lastly, the freezing point of melt ponds also
eads to small effects on the simulated sea ice volume, comparatively to
he atmospheric forcing. However, our simulations using −2.00 ◦C have
onsistently lower sea ice quantities, a larger IIEE and an unrealistic
elt pond freeze-up. We find a better agreement with observations
hen using the value of −0.15 ◦C for 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 in Eq. (2) with our current
odel set-up

. Conclusion

In this study, we have run the global ocean–ice model NEMO–LIM
ith two conceptually different melt pond schemes, two prescribed

efreezing temperatures for melt ponds and two atmospheric forcing
atasets. We have examined the differences between the simulations
o investigate the effect of the uncertainties in the formulation of melt
onds and the atmospheric state, in a realistic set-up. As a reference
nd to guide the climate modelling community, our main findings are
ummarised in Table 3.

Melt ponds contain at least small amounts of salt due to the melting
f sea ice. Towards the end of the melt season, the salinity in melt ponds
an be large if melt ponds are connected to the ocean. Consequently,
he refreezing temperature of melt ponds is in-between the freezing
oints of seawater and freshwater. We have shown that the value of
2.00 ◦C leads to unrealistic seasonal cycles of the mean melt pond
rea fraction in our set-up. Moreover, the simulated maxima in melt
onds area fractions can be quite large compared to observational
atasets (Rösel et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2020).

The overestimation of ponded ice area occurs also with the more
ealistic temperature threshold of −0.15 ◦C. This suggests that important
rocesses are not resolved by our current implementation of melt
onds, such as the development of ice-lids during freeze-up (Flocco
t al., 2010). The thermal evolution of melt ponds is highly dependent
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Fig. 11. Mean absolute differences of sea ice volume attributed to the forcing (11(a)), 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 (11(b)) and melt pond scheme (11(c)) in September over 1980–2011, in m3 per grid
ell area. The light blue continuous (dashed) line indicates the 15% ice concentration contour of the simulation with the smallest (largest) ice extent.
Table 3
Summary of the effects of the type of melt pond scheme, choice of the refreezing temperature for melt ponds and uncertainties in the
atmospheric state on the simulated melt ponds and sea ice quantities in the Arctic.

Melt ponds Sea ice

Aspect ratio definition Smaller but deeper melt ponds with the topographic
scheme

Small effects mostly seen in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago and parts
of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas

Refreezing temperature
of melt ponds

Dominant effect of 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟: −2 00 ◦C leads to unrealistic
refreezing of melt ponds and accentuates the
difference in aspect ratios between the schemes

Small effects mostly in the Beaufort and
Chukchi Seas

Atmospheric forcing
dataset

Deeper melt ponds and delayed refreezing with DFS
than with JRA

Dominant effect of the forcing on the
Arctic sea ice
on the salt and heat content as well as on the stratification of the water
column in melt ponds (Kim et al., 2018). Furthermore, the effect of
the ice salinity on the permeability of the ice is not fully resolved by
the schemes. In the topographic scheme, the water seepage due to the
porosity of the ice is computed from Darcy’s law using the internal ice
12
temperature (Assur, 1958; Notz, 2005; Golden et al., 2007). However,
meltwater seeping through the ice structure may refreeze and alter
the ice permeability (Polashenski et al., 2012). These, in turn, control
the level of water in the melt ponds, and consequently the volume of
melt ponds and area fractions (Turner and Hunke, 2015). Thus, we
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advocate a more comprehensive representation of such processes to
better represent melt ponds in climate models (Flocco et al., 2016,
withdrawn).

The second aspect of this study concerned the definition of the
aspect ratio for the melt pond schemes. The explicit definition of the
aspect ratio in the CESM scheme bounds the melt pond area fractions
and depths to realistic values, even under nonphysical conditions such
as when 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 is equal to −2.00 ◦C. The CESM scheme leads to a mod-
rate spatial variability of melt pond area fraction and volume per ice
rea. This indicates a lack of representativeness of such aspect ratio
efinition, either temporally (Webster et al., 2015) or spatially (Zhang
t al., 2018). In contrast, the topographic scheme depends on the sea
ce thickness distribution, which allows a more realistic representation
f melt ponds with a greater degree of freedom. When 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 is equal to

−2.00 ◦C, the topographic scheme simulates more heterogeneous melt
pond area fractions in autumn because of the changes in ice thickness
distribution.

All simulations feature positive trends in melt pond area fractions
and volumes per sea ice area. We have found significant positive trends
in melt pond area fractions in the simulations using the topographic
scheme and 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟 equal to −0.15 ◦C, in agreement with Schröder et al.
2014). However, we have also found non-significant small positive
rends when using the CESM scheme with the lower value of −2.00 ◦C

for 𝑇𝑡ℎ𝑟, a result closer to the findings of Zhang et al. (2018). At
this stage, the interpretation of the trends in normalised freshwater
fluxes entering and leaving the melt ponds remains unclear because
of the absence of statistical evidence. The differences between these
trends suggest a role of the sea ice state for the evolutions of the
melt pond area and volume over the past decades. The Arctic sea
ice is transitioning towards more seasonal ice, which is thinner and
less deformed, with a direct impact on the ITD and the melt ponds
simulated by the topographic scheme. The CESM relies on a specific
set of observations bounded in time and space, that are likely not
fully representative of Arctic melt ponds over the past decades. With
the recent introduction of new observational datasets such as those
of Rösel et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2020), the formulation of melt
pond schemes could be refined and assessed more thoroughly to better
account for changes in the sea ice state.

Uncertainty in the atmospheric state is the first cause of differences
in Arctic sea ice volume in our simulations. In other words, the for-
mulations of the topographic and CESM melt pond schemes, and also
the values −0.15 ◦C and −2.00 ◦C for the freezing point of melt ponds,
induce smaller effects on the sea ice state. Consequently, the relative
simplicity of the CESM scheme can be considered as an advantage for
climate models, as this formulation does not require to resolve the ice
thickness distribution or fraction of level-ice. The explicit aspect ratio
definition can also be easily adjusted (Zhang et al., 2018). General cir-
culation models would benefit from more realistic melt pond schemes
and refreezing formulations, notably for their effects on the freshwater
fluxes between the ocean, melt ponds and ice systems, but also for their
contribution to the form drag opposing the flow of air near the ice
surface. These effects on the freshwater fluxes and atmospheric form
drag will be the object of a future study.
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